
            Spectator and coach conduct has been a hot topic the last few years. It has been considered
the number one reason volleyball fails to retain officials and is facing massive shortages at all levels of
the sport.  How did a sport where only the captain can address the officials turn into a sport that allows
parents and coaches to berate and disrespect officials who are working matches? An entire article
could be written on that slide into unruliness with American sport culture, but what remains is that we
need to fix it. 
               We have continually updated our training materials in USAV to include more videos and
training on how to address coaches and players. As an official, we have a variety of tools to address
that. We all need to continue to use those tools to quickly and efficiently correct poor behaviors. In
USAV the head coach may take many of the captain responsibilities, which gives  them the right to ask
for brief explanations of the application of rule. The assistant coaches have no right to intervene in the 

North Country Region Official, Tim Harlow, has been selected to the USA Volleyball
Officials Assembly Administrative Council as the At-Large ParaVolley Officials Rep.  Tim
has been International World ParaVolley certified since 2010, a USAV National Official
since 1995, has 21 years of experience scoring for NCAA volleyball, 23 years experience as
a USAV assignor, has experience on USAV Rating and Training teams, and brings over 30
years of officiating experience to this role.  

Tim is a respected and talented official, whose training and investment both in North
Country Region and throughout the whole of USA Volleyball are invaluable.  In 2020, Tim
was awarded the Glen G. Davies Referee Service Award by USA Volleyball.  The award
recognizes outstanding contributions to the USAV referee's certification and
development program - a well deserved honor.  Congratulations, Tim, on your selection
to the Officials Assembly Administrative Council - our Region is proud of you! 
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THE PURPLE CARD: WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT? 

Harlow selected as the At-Large ParaVolley Officials Rep  

match.  I still need to personally work on this one. I was working a match with one of our top International officials, and one of the best officials
in the country at the Northern Lights Qualifier.  I allowed a head coach to talk me out of immediately carding the assistant coach who wanted to
question the application of a rule. Unfortunately, this then led to the assistant coach yelling later in the match, which resulted in a card and
detracted from the players and match. If I had followed my advice on what we had been teaching, I would have immediately given a yellow
card warning to that assistant, and then spoke quickly with the head coach about the behavior. If it had occurred again, it would be much
easier to jump to the red, or even red/yellow and remove that person who was a negative influence on the team and the match. We all need to
be more diligent in addressing coaches regardless of who you are and where you are working. 
               For spectators the line is much tougher for an official, and we are often left to just take any abuse hurled by an ignorant parent or
spectator. USAV has stated they have a zero tolerance for spectator abuse of any match participant. NCR will be sending out a survey soon to
discuss implementing the Purple Card that is in use in several regions. The purple card gives an official a tool to address spectator behavior. It
requires the coaches and/or club administrator to immediately identify and address the fan that is disrupting the match. It more easily allows
both the coaches and administrators to quiet that spectator or ask them to leave, with escalations that can include being barred from all
further matches for the season. 
               This behavior is not isolated to volleyball, and at the NASO, they are addressing this behavior in most sport codes, because it is
resulting in officials leaving in all sports. I expect to see some major campaigns for education and more enforcement in all sport codes, to try
and get back to positive encouragement for the players by the spectators. It won’t be easy, but in the meantime, please continue to use your
tools and help curb and limit bad behavior in your matches.  

~ Travis Karlin, NCR Officials Chair



The inside pages play a very important part in sharing
news. It's where readers can find the meat of your
articles. Appeal to them with a non-intimidating layout
that spreads the content evenly for an easygoing
experience. It should invite them to continue from where
they left off. Also, don't forget to double check your
sources! Credibility is crucial. 

A team was using two liberos, and they though that each libero could servie for a different
middle (ie. 2 positions).  The official told they they were incorrect and stopped the second
libero from serving in a different position.  They cited USAV Rule 19.3.1.3.b., which states, "In one
position a Libero may serve after replacing the player in position 1.  Did the coach misinterpret
the rule? 
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THANK YOU TO OUR NCR-USAV OFFICIALS!THANK YOU TO OUR NCR-USAV OFFICIALS!THANK YOU TO OUR NCR-USAV OFFICIALS!

WE ARE GRATEFUL FOR EACH OF THESE NCR-USAV
OFFICIALS WHO OFFICIATED OR RAN CLINICS FOR
AT LEAST ONE OF OUR REGION-HOSTED EVENTS!
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DID YOU KNOW?DID YOU KNOW? Clarification on this rule was requested by multiple NCR Officials.

USAV 19.3.1.3.b • The official was correct.  The libero may serve in only one position, regardless if it is the
libero or the reserve (2nd libero). Clearly this is a rule that officials will need to be able to cite quickly, as
this issue has come up multiple times in the Region - memorizing the rulebook verbiage is the best way
to be prepared.
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